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A rattleback, also called a celt or wobblestone, is an interesting little piece of material with a roundish bottom
and an unbalanced distribution of weight.
Rattleback mystery explained - Sepp Hasslberger
In physics, the gyromagnetic ratio (also sometimes known as the magnetogyric ratio in other disciplines) of a
particle or system is the ratio of its magnetic moment to its angular momentum, and it is often denoted by the
symbol Î³, gamma.
Gyromagnetic ratio - Wikipedia
History. The Clausius theorem is a mathematical explanation of the second law of thermodynamics. It was
developed by Rudolf Clausius who intended to explain the relationship between the heat flow in a system and
the entropy of the system and its surroundings.
Clausius theorem - Wikipedia
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Test Bank for Criminal Investigation Basic Perspectives
Nel campo dell'ottica, la trasparenza (anche detta pelluciditÃ o diafanitÃ ) Ã¨ la proprietÃ fisica che permette
alla luce di passare attraverso un materiale, mentre la traslucenza (anche definita trasluciditÃ ) permette alla
luce di passarvi attraverso in modo diffuso.
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